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Dear Readers,

Introduction

We are really sorry that you are reading this

because it means that your life has significantly

changed. Although we really mean it, being sorry is

not our intention with this leaflet. We want to help, we

want to help you and your family overcoming the

situation all of a sudden you found yourself in.

Most probably, the two questions you ask yourself

most often these days are “how on earth this could

happen to me?” and “what caused this?”

Although medical science made tremendous progress

over the last couple of decades, we are still far from

being able to provide a sound and simple answer for

these questions. Luckily, we are much better at

answering the right questions you should also ask

yourself:

There is an army of professional help at your

disposal: doctors, nurses, pharmacists are all out

there to help you. They will do their very bests to bring

you to best available care but their time and resources

are limited. You also need to learn certain things about

the disease allowing you to engage in a valuable

discussion with your doctors. During the forthcoming

weeks you will probably hear lots of medical terms you

do not fully understand and do not dare to ask about.

We would like to help you by providing a short

explanation of some of those terms you are most likely

to meet over the course of your treatment. We would

also like to point your attention to certain websites

where you can find valuable information in your own

language.

We would also like to offer our help by providing a

short description of Avemar, the special dietary

supplement for medical purposes we have been

helping with hundred thousands of cancer patients

worldwide for more than ten years.

What should I do now? What can I do to

help myself getting out of the trouble?

All the best!
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What is cancer?

In the human body there are millions of cells, coming

together to comprise the tissues and organs of your body,

such as the kidneys, lung and muscles. During your lifetime,

cells within your body are continually growing, working,

reproducing and dying. Your cells are programmed to

naturally self-destruct once they have served their

purpose and have reproduced; this process is called

“ ” or programmed cell death. This normal

growth control is an essential function of your cells.

As it is with every process, sometimes errors occur

and since the number of cells constantly

reproducing themselves is in the magnitude of trillions it is

estimated that in every single moment around 10 thousand

errors are made during cell reproduction. These errors are

corrected by proper mechanisms but sometimes – if several

mostly unknown factors coincide – the errors – called

mutations – stay and induce significant changes. The cells

might become immortal, meaning they loose their ability to

die. They start replicating themselves forever, grow in mass

and this is called cancer. The term “cancer” refers to

malignant tumours. Malignant tumours are able to spread to

other areas of a human body through invasion or metastasis.

During invasion, the cancer cells spread to neighbouring

parts of the tissue.

With , the cancer cells enter the blood stream or

the lymphatic system and are able to travel to organs far from

the original location.

This is the reason why the local lymph nodes are usually

removed with the affected organ because of the high chances

of some cancer cells getting into the lymphatic system and

start travelling further on from there. The greater the time that

is allowed for cancer cells to grow and spread, the more likely

that normal bodily functions will be affected. As cancer cells

grow they utilise the energy sources of the body thus

practically taking away the food originally aimed for healthy

cells. This is the reason why patients suffering from advanced

stages of the disease look threateningly thin – cachectic.

Unfortunately, cancer cells sometimes work brilliantly to

survive. They induce vessels to grow into the tumorous tissue

ensuring sufficient food supply; they successfully mimic

normal cells, thus avoiding the immune response and they

employ special enzymes to fix their DNA when dividing and

when needed. In fact, the ancient Greek physician

Hippocrates started to call the lesions “Cancer” – meaning

“crab” – because of the resemblance of crab-like creatures as

the vessels spread out of the mass of the tumorous tissue.

These attributes however, also help medicine to

successfully fight against them, since every action induced by

cancer can be re-attacked by medicines. Most people tend to

believe that medication and various medical procedures will

cure the disease, however the immune system can be

credited mostly for such a role. It is the immune system, the

army of various lymph cells and chemical substances – called

cytokins - working in precise order, which is the most efficient

“anti cancer agent”. Without the immune system no

medication would be able to work alone.

apoptosis

metastasis

A cancerIn situ

B Invasion of the tumour

border

D Intravasion of the circulatory system

Survival, transport

C Lymphatic spread

E Arrest

Extravasion

G Progressive colorization

Angiogenesis
F Solitary dormant cells

Occult micrometastases



Surgery...

... is the oldest form of

treatment. It can be used

both to diagnose and to

treat cancer. It may not

be used at all however,

depending upon the kind

of cancer. Sometimes it

is supplemented with

other treatments, such

as chemotherapy and

radiotherapy. One of the features of cancerous tissue is

to have no sharp borders. In fact this is the biggest

problem surgeons usually face, since they do not

always see where the tumour ends and healthy tissue

starts. That is why surgeons tend to take out some

healthy tissues in excess of the tumour, just to be on

the safe side.

Chemotherapy... Radiotherapy...

... is a common method for the treatment of cancer

and includes use of a drug or a combination of drugs.

These special drugs are capable of interfering with

cancer cells but – most unfortunately – to a certain

extent they might cause similar effects in healthy cells

as well, which is the cause behind side effects. Chemo

drugs usually work in cells, which divide therefore

those healthy cells are affected mostly, which are also

regularly divide and reproduce themselves. These

kinds of cells can be found in the hair follicles;

therefore the inhibition of them is the cause of loosing

hair during chemo treatment. Normal dividing cells

can be also found in the gastrointestinal tract and that

is why chemotherapy is often accompanied by

diarrhoea and vomiting.

... uses radiation energy to destroy cancer cells;

practically it creates certain substances within the

cancer cells – something called “free radicals” –

which can kill cancer cells themselves. Similar to

chemotherapy, the radiation given can affect the

healthy cells in addition to the cancer cells; therefore it

also associated with severe side effects.

Conventional
oncological treatments



Common side effects
of oncological treatments

Why are there
so many side effects?

Chemotherapy and radiotherapy work by killing

cancerous cells. However, they are both aggressive

against healthy cells, too. Since chemotherapeutic

drugs travel everywhere in the body, damage to

healthy cells can occur at various places. On top of

that, the cancer cells, which were killed by chemo or

radio need to be eliminated too. As long as those dead

cancer cells are not cleared from the body nausea,

fatigue and fever can stay.

What are
the common
side effects

of the oncological
treatments

Hair loss, or thinning hair

Nausea

Diarrhoea, constipation

Fatigue

Avemar as a dietary supplement used parallel

with conventional cancer treatments aids the recovery

of cancer patients and reduces the side effects of

conventional therapy.

People often report improvements in appetite,

energy and daily activity within 3 weeks after first

taking Avemar. Clinical studies have shown that the

eventual improvements in terms of blood markers, CT

scans, MRI’s images might occur after 3 months.

Vomiting

Cahexia – excessive loss of weight

Fertility and sexuality problems



Avemar powder is the product of a patented

pharmaceutical extraction process from wheat germ.

The entire process uses natural compounds

exclusively and some additives are added to

consolidate the flavour and the aroma of the final

product.

What is Avemar and what are the benefits
of using it as a supplementary therapy?

Complex mixture

“Complex mixture against complex diseases”



Research studies showed that daily use of

Avemar can alter the biochemistry of cancer cells and

can favourably modulate our own utmost level of

defence, the immune system. Because of the

immune-modulatory effects patients suffering from

other serious disorders (certain autoimmune

diseases, such as lupus (SLE) and rheumatoid

arthritis) can also benefit from taking Avemar. Studies

also showed that the use of Avemar reduced the

number of metastases in certain type of tumours,

improved quality of life by many measures and in

certain cases lengthened the time to cancer

progression following surgery, radiation and

chemotherapy. In the clinical settings Avemar

reduced many common side effects of chemo and

radiotherapy including nausea, fatigue, weight loss

thus significantly improved the quality of life patients

undergoing oncologic treatments.

In studies specifically looking at immune effects,

Avemar was shown to speed up the recovery of

immune functions following radiation and

chemotherapy, inhibit immune suppression, improve

Natural Killer (NK) cell recognition of target cells,

enhance immune system regulation and increase the

invasive potential of white blood cells, helping them

cross through blood vessel walls and into tumours.

To cut the long story short, Avemar is scientifically

proved to modulate the immune system.

1

1
Please visit our website for further details:

http://research.avemar.com



Avemar is non toxic

“As toxic as a slice of bread”

Wheat germ, both fermented and unfermented,

has been a part of the human diet for millennia with no

indication that it possesses any health hazards. The

fermented wheat germ in Avemar pulvis is

substantially equivalent to the fermented wheat germ

found in whole-wheat foods and it is likely that many

individuals have daily intakes of wheat germ in excess

of 10 g from consumption of whole wheat products.

Thus, historically safe consumption of whole-wheat

products provides strong evidence of the safety of

Avemar pulvis for its intended use.

Following fermentation – where the entire

process is scrutinised using pharmaceutical manu-

facturing standards – maltodextrin and some natural

sweeteners (fructose) are added. On top of that,

scientific experts investigated the safety profile of

Avemar and following the FDA directives they

concluded that Avemar is as safe as bread, therefore

Avemar was awarded a GRAS Certificate – Generally

Recognised As Safe.

There is a sentence in the Hippocratic Oath, taken

by every doctor ”… nil nocere” or “… do no harm”. In

the lights of the severe side effects conventional

therapy can induce, this phrase might look vague in

Oncology but recommending Avemar does not cause

any harm indeed.

Why is it so special?
(Avemar in general)



The patented manufacturing process uses baker’s

yeast ( ) to release and

transform the active molecules. During the

manufacturing process no chemicals are used.

Saccharomyces cerevisiae

Natural

“Avemar is 100% natural”

Since 1998 Avemar has been sold and distributed

around the globe. Many doctor and health care profes-

sional supports Avemar, which is also proven by the

fact, that in some countries Avemar is registered as

medicine and reimbursed by the local healthcare funds.

Long experience

“Avemar is recognised worldwide”

Avemar has been shown to enhance the

effectiveness of therapies that induce programmed

cell death by various biochemical mechanisms

described well in scientific literature.
1

Complementing

oncological treatments

“Could be used in parallel with any oncological therapy”

1
Please visit our website for more information:

http://research.avemar.com



Intensive chemotherapy might cause episodes

with high fever caused by the insufficient number of

white blood cells resulting from the treatment. A study

has shown that these episodes were less frequent in

cancer patients who received Avemar. It has been

shown that Avemar increases cellular immune

response and acts as an immuno-modulating agent.

Avemar non-selectively inhibits COX enzymes and this

feature may partly explain its anti-inflammatory

activities against adjuvant arthritis and rheumatoid

arthritis.

Nausea, fever:

“Helping to enhance the coordinated functioning

of the immune system”

Glucose (sugar) is the most important source of

energy for cancer cells, but they use glucose in different

ways than normal cells. While normal cells need lots of

oxygen in order to burn glucose for, cancer cells use

less oxygen and, apart from energy, create lots of basic

components for their DNA too.

It has been shown that Avemar does not allow

cancer cells to produce DNA – the critical component of

cell growth – from glucose but deviates the biochemical

process to build more fat – helping to decrease the life

threatening wasting syndrome, or cachexia. This

attribute is of utmost importance if the stage of the

disease shows the signs of rapid weight loss. Research

has already proved that stopping the loss of weight or at

least reducing the speed is beneficial and can prolong

life of patients suffering from cancer.

Against Cachexia and Fatigue:

“Selectively inhibiting glucose metabolism

in cancer cells”

How can it be so effective?

Glucose

Energy

Fatty Acid Synthesis

DNA Synthesis

Energy

DNA Synthesis

Fatty Acid Synthesis

The Avemar effect on cancer cell metabolism

Glucose



It has been shown that Avemar increases cellular

immune response by various means. It effectively

boosts the production of certain cytokines helping the

immune system attacking cancer cells. Avemar also

helps the production of a special mediator (called

ICAM) assisting the immune cells passing through the

walls of the vessels, which allows these cells to

identify and to destroy the malignant cells embedded

in the surrounding tissues. By expressing a special

protein (MHC-I) on their surface malignant cells can

also imitate being normal, not malignant cells.

Research showed that Avemar can distort this mask

and Natural Killer cells could spot cancer cells more

easily.

Immunomodulation, cytokines:

“Acts as an immuno-modulating agent “

Natural Killer

ICAM (helper)

Macrophage

Natural Killer
Natural Killer

Cancer cell
Natural Killer

ICAM (helper)

Cancer cell

Macrophage production in cancer cell

Cancer cell escape mechanism

Reducing common side effects:

Macrophage

The Avemar effect on cellular immune response



Since the discovery of Avemar pulvis, the active
ingredient of Avemar, more than 12 years of scientific
studies have been completed to support its safety and
effectiveness, including , and clinical
studies. Those years have provided consistent results
supporting Avemar’s ability to promote a better
quality of life in cancer patients undergoing onco-
logical treatments, including chemotherapy and
radiotherapy. Avemar has been the subject of over
100 scientific studies and 30 PubMed publications.
The Avemar Research Program has been funded by

many government organizations such as: The Ministry
of Education, Biotechnology and OTKA [Scientific
Research Foundation] in Hungary. The Ministry of
Health and the Ministry of Science and Technology in
Spain. The UCLA, General Clinical Research Center
and Clinical Nutrition Research Unit in the US. Inco-
Copernicus from the European Union and The
Scientific Program, NATO.

More than 100 papers published in prestigious
journals have reviewed the clinical and experimental
results obtained with Avemar. studies of cell

cultures, animal studies and clinical trials have been
undertaken in Germany, Hungary, Israel, Spain, Italy,
Russia, the US and Australia to name a few. Avemar
pulvis has been the subject of a countless number of
lectures, research reports and other professional
documents. We have collected the most important
publications on our website. For more information
please visit:

in vitro in vivo

In vitro

http://research.avemar.com

Avemar publications

Avemar Research Program



Manufacturer:

BIROPHARMA First Hungarian Biotechnological Ltd.

Address: H-6413 Kunfehértó, IV. körzet 6., Hungary

www.biropharma.com

Avemar granulate

Product information

Avemar is flavoured with natural orange aroma

and fructose. One box of Avemar granulate contains

30 sachets, each containing 17g of granulate.

To consume, mix Avemar with 100-200ml of cold

liquid and stir it well until the granulate has dissolved.

Avemar can be prepared by using any soft drink, tea,

kefir, yoghurt, cocoa or milk.

Avemar tablet

Avemar tablet does not contain any fructose or

additional flavouring. One box of Avemar tablet

contains 3 bottles each with 150 tablets.

For those who have difficulties consuming

Avemar granulate due to its taste or smell, diabetics,

or those with fructose intolerance we recommend the

tablet form.

Avemar Webshop




